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Forward
When you’re a teenager, 10 weeks of home isolation must’ve seemed like a lifetime.
During the COVID-19 pandemic businesses closed; people turned their dining tables into
workspaces; their living rooms into play centres and students began to learn from the isolation
of their homes. The students of my English class – the Year 9 students of Melrose High School –
studied Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet, and this was their formal introduction to the literature
of love and the sonnet. Set over 400 years ago, students entered a parallel world where the city
of Verona was also afflicted by a pandemic - the Black Plague. There was no escaping it…
Against these analogous contexts, the traditional ‘love sonnet’ was turned on its head, and the
students’ sonnets bore all the hallmarks of the bitter-sweet experiences of being confined to
their homes, hence, ‘Sonnets from Home Isolation’ was borne.
Reflecting their feelings of being trapped and bored, the sonnets are also supercharged with
emotion. For some students, home isolation was about the grinding experience of being
‘muted’ physically from social, and sporting activities as well as virtually during their on-line
lessons; for others it was about watching, in amazement, as the Earth began to heal from
climate change; some acknowledged the stupidity of frenzied shopping and ridiculous brawls
over toilet paper; while others saw it as the war of their generation.
Ultimately, these 14-lined poems reveal the experiences that our young people faced during a
time of extraordinary upheaval and their creative resilience against an invisible enemy.
I would like to acknowledge each of the 36 students who shared their ‘lockdown’ experiences
with me and contributed their sonnet to this publication – without you there would be no book.
I’d like to thank their families who also endured and supported our teaching from home. I also
acknowledge the Deputy Principal, Shannon Carnovale, for her on-going guidance and ‘knowhow’ in a COVID environment, and Principal, Simon Vaughan, for his genuine interest and
care in our small project. Without the school’s financial backing and Simon’s support we
would not have this publication.
M. Antonios
English Teacher
Melrose High School
September 2020
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Isaac Churchill
It was the final month of 2019
When death's domain began to fill.
The call of the dead would make us flee,
For the pandemic would have the final kill.
Laughter and happiness we were to forget
While people dropped like meaningless flies.
The reaper’s creation we would regret,
For a lifetime we will remember the cries.
The forces of evil worked hand in hand,
Devising the most cunning idea.
It could kill any one of us. On demand.
Months would come without a break in fear

But if we stay headstrong, we will prevail,
And laughter and happiness will entail.
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Benjamin Gray
Strive for the people; for the progress fraught,
That feeds upon itself and fears but fear.
Yet to its people’s happiness adds naught,
And stands soon to destroy all it holds dear
United, we together stand alone;
Our world now by connection torn apart.
Our emptied planes are earthed that once were flown,
Our stagnant markets struggle to restart
Beware our empty pride, our self-dealt blight;
Our progress has more crises to unroll.
A greater monster rears its head to fight;
Its burning scales wreathed in seams of coal.

So lies the cost of progress for us all;
Our rising leaves us vulnerable to fall.

Talisman of Progress, Benjamin Gray
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Dashiell Fowler
All of us know that it came from a bat,
A terrible virus that made someone sick,
Not pangolin, parrot, pig or wombat,
But a cute flying mammal was in the thick.

Communities stunted and people killed,
Those who were weaker or those who were old,
So many mourning, the morgues overfilled,
Streets now empty, the atmosphere cold.

Overseas travel a thing of the past,
Virtual friends now a collective culture,
O, how long will COVID nineteen last?
Staying at home becomes the new future,

Some world leaders said, “Hey, no need worry…”
But for those who are suffering, I’m sorry.
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Emma Avakian
Simply feeling a little less secure;
Hushed, bound, tied, isolated, locked away
The outside world lost and gained its allure.
United, one front alone. Strong, we stay.
That figure outside, looking in, spreading,
Faster faster it floods, oozing slowly.
Bodily strangers constantly shedding.
Now a sight that is truly unholy.
So, for now, we must stay in our padded cells
'till the sharp one comes to clean the fresh ooze.
Then we shall be released from our home hells.
This is the one battle we simply mustn’t lose

2020, the year of deep adverse.
But live through it, we must. We’ve been through worse…

Anarkhos, Emma Avakian
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Olivia Hilton-Bell
Through the first weeks you could feel the tension
Frantic eyes and quick nervous spectators.
Hobbies cancelled, with a feeling of suspension
Covid nineteen is now among our dictators,

The iron fist has banned all casual shopping.
Toilet paper is the new ice-cream
And a single cough is now so shocking;
If you sneeze it makes the public scream!

We have never spent so long in our rooms,
The wind runs free while we are confined.
In America we watch as rally and riot blooms
They grasp for a society left behind.

The future of the Earth seems so unclear
When will a new catastrophe appear?

Stan Prokopenko
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Chris Hubbard
For lest the priv’leged die their priv’leged death,
We fight a slow, steady, sickly war,
For what we watch the paper’s word of breath,
That clarifies issues clear as gore.

A quiet space is broken by the sound
Of pain and thoughts that cloud an empty mind.
A constant feed of empathy homeward bound
In apathy, we make to be found blind.

We save our tears for when our lovers die,
While we lap up the weakness of faceless;
Our quiet minds hide screaming voices dry,
To cache the tensions running contagious.

“What woe is this!” I scream! I am accursed!
That this change of scenery was my first.

Webster Portfolio Scene Design Sketch
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Adrian Lam
Our lives are cluttered in panic, in fear.
Hide we must, and captured we may seem
As indoors we stay. Laying close to those near.
Almost locked completely in a cold dream.

Here he comes. Marching through the streets. Cower,
For if his foul hands ever grasped… panic.
Gradual wearing of our systems. Pains so sour,
Aches, which come and go, fevers volcanic.

By his strings, our lives hang in part prayer.
Puppets are we? Strained by simple string; steered
From simple times, contort from past aware.
And our light stays concealed, our vision; bleared.

Sunlight will soon shine on us once again,
But for now, we stay distractedly sane.

COVID Strings, Adrian Lam
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Matthew Ross
Upon urban savannas, night sets grimly
And between the bushes, the beast purrs.
Body to body, his toll growing dimly;
The jungle’s king, among apex predators

His fangs reach the social, then spread outwards;
Dulled by science, but sharpened by transport.
He seeks his prey, like a conductor of chords;
When the chorus comes, their lungs contort

The ends of his vision, brimming with blood;
Atop the grass, an infected sludge.
A gnarly grimace as he stalks through the mud;
Into their homes, his enemies trudge.

Always the target of viral predation
Humans are, in their fleshy temptation.

Clker.Com, Jacob
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Luka Stevanovic
Carried to hospitals, others make bets.
ZIP! the body bags close, corpses mauled past death.
As their eyes slowly close, pneumonia sets.
Weapons, vile like bullets, yet silent like breath.

Our infrastructure crumbles as immune
Systems fumble, an ancient war wages again.
A battle with no victor, no spoils nor end. Tune
to the tragedies of microbial rein.

Bloodstreams filthier than littered oceans;
Contesting contamination within veins.
Conquering vessels in large portions
A battle fought with both body and brains.

You’re a devil with an autophobic fear;
You shall cower to us in the battle frontier.
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Rachel Lau
A deadly war with an enemy you
Cannot see. O, can this really be?
As the eerie light of dawn comes into view,
I trudge to the war zone of the online sea.
I ready myself, dreading the online meets,
Deafening silence, at the screen I stare.
Soldier-like students glued to their seats.
Complete frustration, but is the struggle clear?
Endless battles in the warfare trenches,
Keeping friendships is the huge contender.
The stone cold flames of conflict soon quenches,
With boredom leaving us to surrender.

My longing for school, like a civil war,
Oh how I wish quarantine was no more.

Untitled, Rachel Lau
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Michael McKellar
I hear the birds sing as I open my eyes
Leaves dance through the air on their way to the ground.
Alone in my room, I watch the sun rise
Another day starts with no one around.

Here I’ve been caught, for God knows how long.
Like a plant in a pot that can’t stretch its roots,
While the birds outside just continue their song?
From my win’ow I notice the absence of suits…

The streets are all bare and smog clouds have lifted
The world as we know has frozen in place
And the minds of men have suddenly shifted
As the Earth takes a breath… free from our brace.

Perhaps this is proof, that we o’erstepped our mark
And perhaps we have just emerged from the dark.

Untitled, Dan Lee
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Sienna Bilski
Before, the Earth couldn’t breathe, but now
Her once polluted veins are crystal clear.
The grittiness gone, her airways again flow
With clean air sweeping through her atmosphere.

But as the Earth breathes, we humans do not;
Instead, we now struggle and fight for that clean air.
Some are hooked up to machines that breathe
For them, as they heave and gasp. Is that fair?

In our own homes we humans suffer
As the walls which once kept us safe creep closer.
Our anxiety and fear makes our breath rougher,
But in due time we’ll gain composure.

So for now, the Earth breathes willing,
But we will recover and, again, start drilling.

Image from ‘Apocalyptic Green’
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Chloe Harrigan
The stars must be wondering why everyone
Hides, for the enemy kills with a silent roar,
Pushing lives back home without touch nor guns
Statistics, the only sign of war.

Days turned to months, now with no end in sight,
Sheltering the bullets that rain with new
Cases. Masks our shields we use to fight
A monster, a wretch, a killer, a flu.

Contagious news blankets uncertainty
Of what's to come. But we live happily,
With what fulfills us when streets are empty;
Remaining certain: time with our family.

As Technological paths keep us connected,
Our dying Mother Earth is resurrected.

Clouds and Sky, Monika Zagrobelna
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Lea Colak
Wishing I could sleep in, but I have school,
I’m up and ready for the online meet,
I can’t see friends or do anything cool,
Instead I’m mute, wondering what to eat.
Everything is closed, with nowhere to go,
TV blares the long ‘short-term’ restrictions,
Reminder of freedom we used to know,
All that is left are useless predictions.
A virus spreads, the whole world is manic,
Palm in palm, everyone works together.
Health workers and scientists in a panic,
Rest stuck inside, calm as the April weather.

I wish people would listen and stay clean,
So that we can get out of quarantine.

Television, Lea Colak
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Tait Davies
Hardest of all was the lack of supplies
Panic buying hit: all stores were baron.
Tissues were no longer used for just eyes,
And toilet paper was guarded by ‘Karen’.
Binging Netflix became our normal
Ahh! All that was left was documentaries!
Always eating: the fridge like a portal,
Everything of course except for the peas.
Most competitive game of cards played yet
Always ending with a laughing screaming match,
Nothing that family dinners couldn’t reset;
Nothing that family dinners couldn’t patch.

As secret sanitiser fills our garage,
While Karens like us hoarding at large!

Toilet Paper Roll Patent Drawing, 1891
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Shiori Ishikawa
Free of constant regulations and rules,
But wearied by the disorganisation.
Free of rampant rush and arduous afternoons,
But tired of constant relaxation.
Free of school deadlines plaguing me at night,
But yearning for ends. Stops. Conclusions.
Free of trivial problems and fights,
But bored with the never-ceasing seclusion.
Free of obnoxious bells running my day,
But sick of the bells, replaced with the sickness.
Free of pollution having its way,
But tired of sending people virtual kisses.

Free of so much, yet still, my shoulders weigh.
O, how long will this tiresome plague stay?

Death Knell, Shiori Ishikawa
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Tahlia Holmes
We’re trapped in a vault at these times,
With no gatherings and streets abandoned.
Our hope slowly dies as the death toll climbs.
Confined to our homes, our questions go unanswered.

Like a movie, our lives have been paused -We can’t escape the news, always showing
The devastation this virus has caused.
Each day ends with a sense of not knowing…

Like a car at a red light, our world has stopped.
Our social lives are grinding to a halt,
So we wait for the day our doors are unlocked
Meanwhile, debating about who’s at fault.

This unwelcome guest, keeping us stuck at home
Sitting for so long will turn us to stone!

Shutterstock Images
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Tina Maly
In this world, there has been a tragedy:
Locked indoors. Old people fight with death,
Beyond our home lies a catastrophe,
Where seniors’ lives lose energy and breath.

As this pandemic grows contagious
People’s statements fill with sorrow.
But now our lives have become dangerous
Creating a terrible tomorrow.

People swarming in supermarkets
Buying up everything they can carry
Hoarding supplies in ever-growing baskets,
I hope this situation does not tarry!

Despite the anxiety and fear
Soon, we will again some day cheer.

Empty Shelves, Stock Images
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Brooke Lanza
Empty hallways, lined with closed doors,
A blanket of dust rests like snow on a lawn,
Spider webs tucked away in desk drawers,
Piles of books, laying untouched until dawn,
Cups and plates put away in their nests,
An abandoned till, shut and tightly locked,
An old list of orders, meals and requests,
Empty shelves that were once fully stocked.
An old wooden bench, beginning to decay,
Once full of children, shoving, swinging, skating,
Old rusty chains, sing as they sway,
Colours fading, the playground waiting.

Once busy places to play and thrive, now
Waiting patiently for our return.

Swing, Rachel Lau
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Lily Mackay
When the storm came we all thought it would pass,
That it would go as quickly as it came
But Months later, and we’re still not in class.
Now online, pandemic has risen to fame.

The sky began to spit; we danced in the rain.
But then came the thunder and lightning, and bang!
Well, that’s when the dancing went down the drain.
‘Warning! Stay indoors!’ the radio sang.

No more dancing. But many questions to ask.
From our homes we shelter, safety the new norm,
But outside, we umbrella with a mask,
The only thing between us and the storm.

When COVID is over, we’ll all step outside
But the world will feel different. How? You decide.
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Rachel Mildner
The walls are starting to close in on me.
The gloomy clouds keep my spirit low,
I cannot wait for the day I will be free,
Observing all the foliage start to grow.
My mood as low as a wilted flower,
Watching the clock tick through every minute.
Feel like Rapunzel locked in her tower,
Finally starting to reach my limit.
Whistling wind whispers through the long grass,
So excited for the flowers to bloom.
Having to sit through the whole online class
Listening to the deafening silence boom.

Thankful for media giving guidance,
To keep society in compliance.

VectorStock Images
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Samuel Gray
Solitude can be a singular glee;
Like a walk alone on a dreamy night,
When a wistful wind swirls, and each old tree
Chuckles gently under the stars’ wry light.
Lone night is the best time to contemplate,
When strange thoughts dance with wild aspirations.
But beware — past seclusion lies in wait
The bleak, bitter blaze of isolation:

The wind howls, the trees laugh, the cruel stars jeer.
Without companionship, the night grows cold.
Dreary demons weary solitude’s cheer;
(They caught Poe at the harbour as he strolled.)
Seek solitude’s joys, but beware its cost,
Lest your walk grows austere, and your path is lost!

Google Images
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Tyler Morris
Every day I feel the same as the last,
The minutes and hours are speeding by,
The future is blurring into the past,
It just doesn't matter how hard I try.
How hard I try to distinguish the days,
To tell the diff'rence between dusk and dawn,
I watch the clock tick, and everything stays,
At this point I wish it was all gone.
The work piles higher than I can see,
The deadlines reach closer and closer,
My work ethic’s gotten away from me,
I am starting to lose my composure.

I take a breath, and look up at the moon,
I know deep down this will be over soon.

Midnight Clock, Tyler Morris
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Jemima Charles-Jones
Soft echo hopelessly reaching for the hills,
Screaming for freedom and wanting to run...
This echo begs but still deadly touch kills.
Now we’re reminded, death can’t be undone.

Happy past, now I long for the echo,
Desperate cry, like a sad unheard voice.
Dreaming to climb these steep cliffs like a gecko.
Although staying here was not by my choice

To leave that cave would make a strong death wish.
To travel beyond here even more so,
But to hear more than the winds whoosh and whish.
To this offer, I could never say no.

This outside world I hardly remember,
The sun that rose, brighter than ember.

Draw Tutorial
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Jordanne Orchard
A pandemic taking over the world.
This has taken everyone by aghast.
Lives are being turned upside down and whirled,
Leaving everyone thinking of the past.
Stuck at home, yet longing for mayhem,
Sick of seeing familiar faces,
Yet, I would rather see them
Than not. Why are there so many cases?
Feeling like Rapunzel locked up and stuck,
But O, there's no prince to come!
When we're out I'm gonna run amuck,
No longer feeling as glum as a bum.

This will all gradually come to an end,
Our world will finally have made amends.

Eric Tecce
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Jessica Parkinson
Short breaths escape her weathered, thin lips
The tired creases of her eyes mask her youth
Together our longevity quickly slips
A race against time with love the only truth.

Is it hard to adhere to lockdown restraints?
Is saving countless lives too exhausting?
Tired of hearing foolish complaints
As careless acts won’t keep from haunting.

A layer of glass between my loved one and I
My outstretched arm guarded by a screen.
Weak fists meet the glass, tears of ire
Fall. I stare at her frame with an inner scream,

“Eddie.” she gasps, her words a lost tune.
“Eleanor…” I mouth. Too late… too soon.

Shutterstock Images
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Katie Polette
The veil of dusk lies constant over day
The sun not quite risen, even at noon.
Routine has slowly begun to decay,
From it, even time is not immune.

You infect every hour with dullness,
But a sweet antidote I have in fiction
That grants me leave to worlds without illness,
Where I can frolic without restriction.

To lose myself in fair Verona,
A solace that is full of love and hope,
Where Romeo doesn't know Corona But oh! With a different plague they all must cope.

Goodnight, goodnight! Parting is such sweet sorrow
I shall say good night till it be morrow.1

Kirby Larson

1

Shakespeare, ‘Romeo and Juliet’
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Maheen Rahman
The feeling of the soft grass and warm sun,
Something I haven’t felt in a long time,
I’ve been stuck at home, avoiding the fun,
As being near anyone now is a crime.

Now a vampire, that is what this is:
Having to stay inside, far from others.
As bitter as cacao, this feeling is,
Having to wait as our world recovers.

For I am now running out of patience,
Waiting for Corona to go away,
Having to stay home since it’s contagious.
I do not want the world to stay this way.

As I wait for all of this to end,
Hand sanitiser is now my best friend!
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Pax Ramadan
Stuck in my house with nothing to do
But my school work. School work that is sky high.
Then memories are sparked by Hamish, who?
Hamish Blake, humour the peak of the sky

He has a show where people build Lego
And suddenly there’s something to do! Light!
I watch while eating blocks of Freddo
And now, that childhood light is shining bright

Lockdown offered more than Lego in a suit,
From ancient archives, new games were polled,
And now my skill equals James Galway’s on the flute!
“Don’t play for too long,” I get told.

Although quarantine came with apparent doom,
I had many things to drown out that gloom!

Building Dreams, Doodlewash
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Mariam Waissi
Trying to keep in a positive mood.
Stress and anxiety, my new best friends
Instagram and Tik Tok now my food.
Miss hanging out with real friends on weekends

Going to sleep two in the morning
Netflix giving me the support I need.
Online-school can't get any more boring
Parents keep on telling me to read, read, read!

Can't handle being alone anymore
Don't think I can live without my friends
Charli Damelio is my new mentor
Cannot wait till her next dance trends!

Still waiting for someone to say “April fools!”
Never thought I would've said I miss school!
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Jonathan Brikcius
Awaken yawning sunlight dawning
Pouring coffee, morning sunlight reborn,
Clouds amassing lightning flashing day reigning.
Outside window world awaiting, baiting thorn.

Yet, the birds in the sky still sing?
And the leaves still fall as trees still dance
Neighbours in still cars going nowhere – sting!
And toilet paper now precious by chance.

Family grinding my nerves, and I can’t see
my grandmother – too fragile. Time to escape
To mates who are calling. Internet glee?
AHHH, help! Crazy, bored and mouth agape.

O, when will lockdown be over and my
Life and learning returning? O bye-bye!
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Alyssa Tant
Lockdown oh lockdown has me in a twist.
Unprecedented, never seen before
situation is covered in mist.
Can’t see the ocean, though I sit on the shore

No freedom, no freedom, no freedom at all.
We are caged birds unable to escape
Can't move, stuck at home, oh virus – what gall!
Please let us out so the world can reshape

All jobs and money dried up just like that.
I’m in such a panic, all aflutter
How did this happen? Was it really a bat?
I can no longer sing, I just mutter

Struggling to find my song, so I comply.
Oh, open up the doors, let this bird fly!

Image adapted from PNG GURU
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Abigail Lazarus
It feels like years since I was last set free,
Like a bird locked up in a small cage,
A ray of hope that I used to see
Is pummelled, and increasing is my rage.
As all my dreams of being freed shatter,
My faith in leaving runs on. Empty now.
The small things that brought me joy, now don't matter
The motivation I once had, now disavowed.
Then one gloomy day, where cheer would not be found,
A brilliant light comes out of the dark.
My saviour set me free, now all gloom is drowned
Relighting my passion for life, with one spark

I gather the little strength I have to heft,
So that this small bird can see what is left.

Untitled, Abigail Lazarus
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Maddie Williams
Go out, queue masked, scared of the next victim
1.5 metres apart, people silent
in fear. Driving nowhere the only system
of being out. Heading back compliant.
Being trapped, having consoled my life
In social media. Obsessed and uptight.
I’m dealing with lockdown; the strain and strife,
Off balance, pushed to and from my plight.
Caught up in the battle of boredom,
Playing with shadows of past creativity,
And friends a distant memory of decorum
While longing for a family activity.

These times are tough, but we will strive,
As the strongest human extinct is to survive.

IvanaTalia, Pixabay
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Amelia Bostle
Ah, what the heck in the world is Lockdown?
I’m inside, turning into a witness!
Lockdown is everywhere in uptown,
Stop the shopping, education and business!
What the heck is this social distancing?
I cannot hug or touch my best friend?
I must start partitioning my mingling!
Will our friendships soon come to an end?
And what the heck is our Government to do?
I hope they are figuring out a way,
Cause if their brains have no clue what to do,
Then everyone will be sick every day.

Hope this Lockdown will be over soon,
And everything can be back by June…

Image adapted from Susan Homes
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Seamus Stanier
I wake up at two in the afternoon,
Draggin’ my feet through the house to the kitchen.
I grab my kellogg's corn flakes and a spoon,
And ignore all of my sister bitchin’.

Scratchin’ at the door to get out of my room,
All I wanna do is eat some fast food.
Instead dad makes me clean up with a broom,
Not seeing my friends is killing my mood,

My brother has not left his PS4,
My father is hiding from my mother.
No one at home can take this anymore,
‘Cause we’re all sick of lookin’ at each other.

The only way out is to walk the mutt
Isolation
sucks
and
can

kiss my butt.
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Keep the Fire Burning, Rachel Lau
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